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We have identified a gene (PslA) that is expressed
throughout Dictyostelium development and encodes a
novel protein that is required for proper aggregation and
subsequent cell-type differentiation and morphogenesis.
pslA null (pslA−) cells produce large aggregation streams
under conditions in which wild-type cells form discrete
aggregates. Tips form along the stream, elongate to
produce a finger, and eventually form a terminal structure
that lacks a true sorus (spore head). More than half of the
cells remain as a mass at the base of the developing
fingers. The primary defect in the pslA− strain is the
inability to induce prespore cell differentiation. Analyses
of gene expression show a complete lack of prespore-
specific gene expression and no mature spores are
produced. In chimeras with wild-type cells, pslA− cells
form the prestalk domain and normal, properly
proportioned fruiting bodies can be produced. This
indicates that pslA− cells are able to interact with wild-
type cells and regulate patterning, even though pslA− cells
are unable to express prespore cell-type-specific genes, do

not participate in prespore cell differentiation and do not
produce pslA− spores in the chimeras. While pslA− cells
produce mature, vacuolated stalk cells during
multicellular development, pslA− cells are unable to do so
in vitro in response to exogenous DIF (a morphogen
required for prestalk and stalk cell differentiation).
These results indicate that pslA− cells exhibit a defect
in the prestalk/stalk cell pathways under these
experimental conditions. Our results suggest that PslA’s
primary function is to regulate prespore cell
determination very early in the prespore pathway via a
cell-autonomous mechanism, possibly at the time of the
initial prestalk/prespore cell-fate decision. Indirect
immunofluorescence of myc-tagged PslA localizes the
protein to the nucleus, suggesting that PslA may function
to control the prespore pathway at the level of
transcription. 

Key words: Dictyostelium, Cell-type differentiation, Gene
expression, PslA
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding the interplay of cell-cell interactions and sig
transduction pathways that are involved in regulating cell-ty
differentiation and morphogenesis is a central goal 
developmental biology. The regulation of development 
multicellular eukaryotes involves a number of interacting ge
products, some of which are highly conserved in evolution. F
example, cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) and GS
(glycogen synthase kinase 3) have been shown to play cri
roles in controlling cell-type-choice decisions in organisms
diverse as Drosophila, Dictyosteliumand vertebrates (Nusse
1997; Hammerschmidt et al., 1997; Ohlmeyer and Kalder
1997; Jiang and Struhl, 1996; Perrimon, 1996; Ingham, 19
Heasman, 1997; Harwood et al., 1995; Ginsburg and Kimm
1997). These pathways are known to be modulated 
serpentine, cell-surface receptors, which in some cases
coupled to heterotrimeric G proteins. While the ligands f
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these receptors can be quite different, the structure of th
pathways quite often reveals striking parallels.

A significant amount is understood at a molecular leve
about these pathways in Dictyostelium, Drosophila, and
vertebrates. In Dictyostelium, the formation of the multicellular
organism is mediated by extracellular cAMP that interacts wit
cell-surface, G protein-coupled receptors (cARs). Extracellula
cAMP controls the chemotactic aggregation of up to 105 cells
to form the multicellular organism (Chen et al., 1996; Firtel
1995, 1996; Van Haastert, 1995). During aggregation
stimulation of the receptors by oscillatory pulses of cAMP
results in the periodic activation of adenylyl cyclase and
guanylyl cyclase, and the induction of aggregation-stage gen
expression, while a continuous flux of cAMP results in the
constitutive adaptation of these pathways. Activation o
adenylyl cyclase leads to a rise in intracellular cAMP, which
activates PKA, and a release of cAMP into the extracellula
medium, which relays the chemoattractant signal. Stimulatio
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of guanylyl cyclase produces a transient rise in cGMP a
mediates chemotaxis. Many of the genes encoding 
components of the signal transduction pathways that med
these complex responses have been cloned and disrupted
their functions elucidated at the physiological and biochemi
levels. 

As the developing mound forms, levels of extracellul
cAMP are thought to rise, resulting in a feedback inhibition 
aggregation-stage pathways and the activation of 
transcriptional cascade mediated by the transcription fac
GBF that leads to cell-type-specific gene expression a
morphogenesis (Schnitzler et al., 1994; Abe and Yanagisa
1983). The cAMP induction of GBF-activated genes is al
controlled through the aggregation-stage receptors cAR1 
cAR3, but in response to continuous cAMP, conditions 
which the receptors are fully adapted and are unable
stimulate aggregation-stage pathways (Schnitzler et al., 19
In contrast to cAMP-mediated pathways that contr
aggregation, cAMP stimulation of postaggregative and ce
type-specific gene expression through GBF is thought to oc
via a G protein-independent pathway (Schnitzler et al., 199

Formation of the mound signals the induction of prestalk a
prespore cells, the precursor cells to the spores and stalk 
of the terminally differentiated fruiting body. Induction of cell
type-specific gene expression requires GBF activation, 
morphogen DIF (Differentiation Inducing Factor) and th
function of some of the first wave of postaggregative genes 
are induced (e.g. the cell-surface signaling gene product La
(Dynes et al., 1994; Williams et al., 1987; Kay and Jermy
1983; Schnitzler et al., 1994). The prespore and subclasse
prestalk cells sort and become localized along 
anterior/posterior axis with the formation of the first fing
(Firtel, 1995; Williams, 1995). In the slug stage, this axis 
fully established. The anterior 5% of the slug consists 
prestalk AB (pstAB) cells, which are enclosed in an anter
cone within the larger pstA domain. Immediately posterior 
the pstA domain is another prestalk subdomain contain
pstO cells, which constitute ~10% of the organism (Early
al., 1993). The prespore domain constitutes the posterior ~8
of the slug. Scattered within the prespore domain are a c
of prestalk-like cells, anterior-like cells (ALCs), which
constitute ~10% of the cells of the organism and have b
proposed to be regulatory cells (Firtel, 1995) with many of t
properties of pstO cells. 

Many of the genes that control spatial patterning and c
type differentiation in Dictyosteliumhave orthologs or gene
family members in higher eukaryotes. These include: PK
whose activity is required for prespore, spore, and stalk c
differentiation (for review see Firtel, 1995, 1996; Reymond
al., 1995; Williams, 1995), GSK3, which is essential fo
prespore differentiation (Harwood et al., 1995), a homeob
containing gene, which controls the proportioning of presta
and prespore cells (Han and Firtel, 1998), and a ST
transcription factor, which is thought to regulate presta
and/or stalk cell gene expression (Kawata et al., 1997). GS
differentially controls the prestalk and prespore pathwa
(Harwood et al., 1995; Ginsburg and Kimmel, 1997). As 
vertebrates, Li+, which is an inhibitor of GSK3 activity, affects
cell-type differentiation in a manner that is consistent with t
phenotype of gsk3null cells (Harwood et al., 1995; Ginsburg
and Kimmel, 1997; Klein and Melton, 1996). In addition t
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these factors, other cAR family members, cAR2 and cAR4, a
induced in response to rising levels of cAMP and are know
to control morphogenesis, cell-type fate decisions and spat
patterning (Ginsburg and Kimmel, 1997; Louis et al., 1994
Saxe et al., 1993).

Whereas a considerable amount is understood about so
of the key players that differentially control cell-type
proportioning, few genes that are essential for cell-type
specific pathways have been identified. For example, GSK3
required for prespore differentiation. gsk3null cells initially
express prespore markers, but the majority of the cel
eventually differentiate into pstB cells (Harwood et al., 1995)
We undertook a genetic screen to identify genes that a
required for prespore cell differentiation. This was
accomplished using REMI (Restriction Enzyme-Mediated
Integration), which produces mutations by insertion of a vecto
into the Dictyosteliumgenome (Kuspa and Loomis, 1992).
Using this approach, we have identified a gene, presporeless A
(PslA), which encodes a novel nuclear protein whose functio
is required for prespore but not prestalk cell differentiation i
vivo. pslA null (pslA−) cells show no detectable expression o
prespore-specific markers, while prestalk cell differentiatio
appears normal. pslA− cells also exhibit an aggregation defect
that may be related to the inability of these cells to induc
prespore cell differentiation. We suggest that PslA function
after the branch point when prestalk and prespore ce
differentiation diverges to regulate a transcriptional even
required for prespore cell differentiation. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell and molecular biology
Methods for REMI mutagenesis (Kuspa and Loomis, 1992; Clark 
al., 1997), RNA and Southern blot analysis (Dynes et al., 1994; Nelle
et al., 1987), transformation (Nellen et al., 1987; Mann et al., 1997
time-lapse videomicroscopy (Ma et al., 1997) and expression a
staining of lacZ reporters (Mann et al., 1997) have been describe
previously in detail. Subcellular localization of myc-taggedPslAwas
done as described by Aubry and Firtel (1998) using an anti-my
antibody from Invitrogen (San Diego). Nuclei were identified by
staining cells with Hoechst Dye 33258.

The in vitro DIF induction assay was performed as described b
Harwood et al. (1995).

Plasmid construction
To construct a PslAgene disruption, a Bsr resistance cassette (Lee 
al., 1997) was inserted into the EcoRV site of the PslA cDNA. The
DNA was digested with SpeI and ScaI and transformed into
Dictyosteliumcells selected with 5 µg/ml of Bsr (Sutoh, 1993).

The β-gal expression plasmid was constructed by subcloning th
2.5 kb EcoRI-HaeIII 5 ′ flanking region containing 306 bp of coding
region into the EcoRI-EcoRV sites of Bluescript (KS) (Stratagene, La
Jolla). A BglII site was created at the SmaI site of the vector and the
BglII-HincII fragment was subcloned into the BglII-BamHI site of the
lacZ expression vector pMG20 (Howard et al., 1994; Gamper et a
1996).

The accession number for PslA is AF038919.

RESULTS

Identification and molecular analysis of PslA
Wild-type cells were mutagenized using REMI [Restriction
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uence and maps of pslA. (A) Restriction map of pslAgenomic and
es is shown. Details of the construct of the lacZ reporter are described
rials and Methods. (B) Amino acid sequence of the pslAORF is given.
 containing the very acidic domain is boxed. A potential NLS is in bold
ined. The accession number for PslA is AF038919.
Enzyme-Mediated Integration (Kuspa and Loomis, 1992)] a
screened for strains that exhibited abnormal morphogen
during the multicellular stages (see Materials and Method
Strains carrying mutations that resulted in terminal structu
with a deformed sorus (spore head) or no sorus were ident
and screened for the expression of prespore-specific ge
PslA (presporeless A) was identified in this screen. The
insertion vector and flanking sequences were excised fr
purified genomic DNA from the mutant strain and cloned in
E. coli. The genomic DNA flanking the vector revealed a
ORF. The DNA encoding the ORF was then used to identif
full-length cDNA clone from a λZAP cDNA library. To ensure
that the mutant phenotype (see below) is the result of disrup
of PslA, a second gene disruption construct was made from
cDNA and transformed into Dictyostelium. 20 transformants
were randomly chosen, some of which exhibited the sa
phenotype as the original REMI mutant and others that w
phenotypically wild-type. Southern blot analysis of these DN
showed a direct correlation between the mutant phenotype
disruption of PslA (data not shown). DNA extracted from a
clones exhibiting wild-type development showed a norm
PslAgene restriction pattern. Fig. 1A depicts a map
of the PslA cDNA and the construct used for the
gene disruption. 

Fig. 1B shows the derived amino acid sequence
of full-length PslA cDNA clones. PslA encodes a
highly hydrophilic protein of 1,272 amino acids. It
contains short homopolymer runs, including a run
of 11 asparagines and several runs of threonine and
serine, which are commonly found in
DictyosteliumORFs (Mann and Firtel, 1991; Burki
et al., 1991; Pitt et al., 1992). In addition, there is
a highly acidic region (residues 374 to 401) in
which 18 of 28 amino acids are glutamates or
aspartates and a basic region of 16 residues
(residues 146-161), which may function as a
nuclear localization signal (NLS) (see below). The
protein shows no known homologies when
GeneBank databases are searched.

The PslA promoter was cloned by first
recombining an E. coli vector into the PslA gene.
The vector, 2.2 kb of PslA 5′ flanking DNA, and
part of the coding region were excised and
transformed into E. coli. Expression of PslA from
2.2 kb of cloned upstream sequences or the Act15
promoter, which is expressed in all cells, was able
to rescue the mutant phenotype (data not shown).
No dominant phenotype was observed when PslA
was overexpressed in wild-type cells (data not
shown). 

The spatial pattern of PslA expression during
Dictyostelium development was examined by
whole-mount β-gal histochemical staining in wild-
type cells expressing a PslA promoter lacZ
reporter. Staining is observed in a scattered subset
of cells in the mound, first finger and slug that have
a distribution similar to that previously observed
for anterior-like cells (ALCs) (Fig. 2; Sternfeld and
David, 1982). The mature fruiting body revealed
strong staining in the upper and lower cups (higher
resolution pictures show no detectable staining in
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spore cells; data not shown), the ‘epithelial’ layer surroundin
the spore mass, and the basal disk, and weaker, scatt
staining in the stalk (Fig. 2; data not shown), consistent w
previous observations for ALC markers (Jermyn and William
1991; Hadwiger and Firtel, 1992). 

PslA protein localizes to the nucleus
To examine the subcellular localization of PslA protein, w
expressed PslA protein carrying a myc tag at the C termin
from the Act15 promoter. Expression of this protein
complemented the pslA− phenotype and did not alter
development when expressed in wild-type cells (data n
shown). Indirect immunofluorescence using an anti-m
antibody indicates that myc-PslA protein is highly enriched 
nuclei (Fig. 3A,B), even when it is expressed at high leve
Untransformed cells show no nuclear staining (Fig. 3C,D). 

Morphological phenotype of pslA − cells
Fig. 4 shows the developmental morphology of pslA− and wild-
type cells. At cell densities >~3×106/cm2, pslA− cells produce
very large, elongated aggregation streams compared to th
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Fig. 2.Spatial patterning of pslApromoter
expression during multicellular development. Wild-
type cells were transformed with lacZ driven from
the pslApromoter, and clones were selected.
Multicellular organisms were stained
histochemically for β-gal activity and
photographed.

 localization of PslA. Wild-type cells expressing myc-tagged PslA from
l A) or control, untransformed wild-type cells (panel C) were examined
unofluorescence using a monoclonal anti-myc antibody. The same
o stained with Hoechst Dye 33258 to identify nuclei (panel B, myc-
g cells, panel D, control cells). Arrows point to equivalent positions in

mark the position of some of the nuclei. Nuclei were stained with
3258.
produced by wild-type cells and do not form distinct moun
(Fig. 4 compare A and E to B). Tips appear along t
aggregation streams that differentiate into small, but separ
multicellular organisms (Fig. 4D,F). Tip and initial finge
formation appears normal, although the sizes of the structu
are significantly smaller than those of wild-type aggregat
However, ~50% of the cells remain at the base and do 
participate in morphogenesis (Fig. 4F). Whereas wild-ty
cells form migrating slugs (Fig. 4C), pslA− fingers form very
few migrating slugs (pseudoplasmodia). Upon culmination, t
pslA− organism differentiates into a fruiting body with a ver
thin, elongated stalk and an extremely small sorus compa
to the parental wild-type strain (Fig. 4H,G).
When the pslA− fruiting body is examined under
higher magnification, the stalk contains
vacuolated stalk cells; however, no elliptical
spores or spore-like cells are observed (Fig. 5,
compare pslA− and wild-type). No mature
spores are detected when cells are assayed for
heat and detergent resistance (data not shown). 

At lower cell densities, pslA− cells form large
aggregates that develop multiple tips (data not
shown). Time-lapse video phase microscopy of
aggregation of pslA− and wild-type cells at
1.5×106/cm2 (a density at which the cells are a
monolayer with ~95% confluency) shows that
both strains initially form similar-sized
aggregation domains [Figs 6A (wild-type) and
6B (pslA− cells)]. In wild-type strains, the first
signs of the formation of aggregation centers are
very small, dark areas within the field of cells
(Fig. 6A, 3:40 hour time point). In pslA−

aggregation, the centers are larger and more
diffuse (Fig. 6B, 3:37 hour time point) but
tighten with time. As the pslA− cells move
inward by chemotaxis toward the center to form
a mound, the domains do not fully separate and
eventually fuse (Fig. 6B, last three time points)
to produce aggregates that yield multiple tips.
In general, pslA− aggregates are larger than
those formed by the wild-type parental strain. A
larger fraction of the pslA− cells do not
participate in aggregate formation compared to
wild-type cells as observed by the number of

Fig. 3. Nuclear
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cells left between fully formed aggregates (compare Fig. 6
7:00 hour time point to Fig. 6B, 7:09 hour time point). Sma
population assays of chemotaxis (Konijn and Van Haaste
1987) to cAMP show no differences between wild-type an
pslA− cells (data not shown).

pslA function is essential for prespore cell
differentiation
Developmental RNA blots were utilized to screen for possib
defects in gene expression in the multicellular stages of pslA−

cell development. pslA is expressed throughout growth and
development with a strong peak of expression at 4 hours,
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Fig. 4.Developmental
morphology of pslA− and wild-
type cells. Log-phase vegetative
cells were washed free of
medium and plated on 12 mM
Na/KPO4 (pH 6.2)-containing
agar and photographed at the
times and stages indicated.
(A,E) pslA− cells during late
aggregations (7 and 9 hours,
respectively). (B) Wild-type
cells during late aggregation (7
hours). (C) Wild-type slug (16
hours). Magnification is ~5×
that of A and B. (D) pslA−

standing fingers along an
arrested aggregation stream (14
hours). (F) Enlargement of a
portion of D by 4×. (G) Wild-
type fruiting body (26 hours).
Magnification is ~2× that in A.
(H) pslA− fruiting body (26
hours). Magnification is ~5×
that in A. 

Fig. 5.Structure of the stalk tube and lower portion of the sorus is
shown for wild-type and pslA− cells as visualized by phase-contrast
microscopy. The open arrows point to the stalk containing vacuolated
stalk cells. The black arrow in the wild-type panel points to the
ellipsoid spores at the base of the sorus. The insert in the pslA− panel
shows the region at the top of the pslA− fruiting body. Note that the
cells are not ellipsoid (white arrow) and may represent pstO or ALC
derivatives, as no prespore/spore markers are expressed.
aggregation is initiating (Fig. 7A). As outlined in the
Introduction, a proposed rise in extracellular cAMP in th
developing mound leads to the activation of a transcription
cascade, which requires the transcription factor GBF a
results in the induction of the postaggregative genes and 
subsequent induction of cell-type-specific genes. As shown
Fig. 7A, pslA− cells were able to induce a development
increase in GBF expression with kinetics similar to tho
observed in wild-type cells. However, the level of GB
transcript accumulation was lower in pslA− aggregates.
Similarly, expression of the postaggregative geneLagC, which
is required for cell-type-specific gene expression (Dynes et 
1994), was induced. The maximal level of expression (at
hours) was slightly lower than that observed in wild-type cel
Possibly more significantly, expression at later times w
significantly reduced. The prestalk-specific genes ecmAand
ecmB are expressed, although the maximal level of RN
accumulation is lower than that in wild-type cells (data fo
ecmBnot shown). In contrast, no expression of the prespo
specific genes SP60/cotC, PspB or psA (D19) was detected
(data for PspBnot shown). We also examined the expressio
of the gene encoding the heterotrimeric Gα protein subunit
Gα4, which is required for cell-type differentiation and
morphogenesis (Hadwiger and Firtel, 1992). Gα4 is expressed
at low levels in growing cells and its expression is induc
starting at the mound stage when it is preferentially expres
in ALCs and functions as a molecular marker for these ce
The level and timing of the expression of Gα4 are similar to
those observed in wild-type cells (data not shown). The
results demonstrate that pslA− cells are deficient in prespore
gene expression. 

Cell-type-specific genes can be induced in suspens
cultures in response to DIF and exogenous cAMP (Mehdy a
Firtel, 1985; Jermyn et al., 1987). This requires cell-ce
contact, which may involve the function of the LagC gene
product (Dynes et al., 1994). As shown in Fig. 7B, wild-typ
cells exhibit a vigorous induction of SP60 andecmAin cell-
e
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suspension conditions in the presence but not the absenc
exogenous cAMP. Under these conditions, DIF, which 
required for ecmAexpression, is supplied endogenously by th
cells (Jermyn et al., 1987; Williams et al., 1987). pslA− cells
induce ecmA gene expression, although at a reduced lev
compared to that of wild-type cells; however, no SP60/cotC
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A B

Fig. 6. Time-lapse videomicroscopy of aggregation. (A) Wild-type and (B) pslA− cells were plated as a monolayer on Na/KPO4-containing agar
and examined by time-lapse video phase microscopy as previously described (Ma et al., 1997). Individual frames from the time-lapse videos
were captured on a Scion imaging board. The numbers in the upper left-hand corner indicate the time after plating of the cells in hours and
minutes. The white arrows point to aggregation centers. The open arrows point to the outside of the forming aggregation domains. Note the
fusing of the aggregation domains in pslA− in the lower four panels. Also note that the dark centers of the aggregation domains for pslA− cells
are significantly wider than those of wild-type cells throughout the time course.
gene expression is detected in the pslA− cells under these
conditions. These results are consistent with an inability of 
pslA− cells to express prespore cell-type-specific genes dur
multicellular development and suggest that the defect is not 
to a deficiency in cAMP signaling. Expression of ecmAand
SP60 requires common components (e.g. GBF, LagC). T
expression of ecmAin suspension in pslA− cells suggests that
the inability of these cells to express prespore-specific gen
not the result of a deficiency in these common component

Prespore cell differentiation is known to absolutely requ
the activity of PKA, which is also required for aggregatio
(Mann and Firtel, 1991, 1993; Hopper et al., 1993a,b). 
determine whether PKA activity may be rate-limiting, the PK
catalytic subunit was constitutively expressed in pslA− cells
from the Act15promoter. This did not complement either th
defect in aggregation or prespore gene expression (data
shown).

Spatial patterning in pslA − organisms
To examine the spatial pattern of cell types in pslA− cells,
the
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clonal isolates of pslA− cells transformed with cell-type-
specific promoters driving lacZ were histologically stained for
β-gal activity. ecmAO, the full promoter of the ecmAgene,
drives expression in prestalk A and AB (pstA and AB) cells
and to a lesser extent in prestalk O (pstO) cells and ALCs 
wild-type strains, with strongest expression in the anterio
~15% of the slug (Early et al., 1993; Jermyn et al., 1987). Th
staining patterns of the cell-type-specific reporters in wild-typ
slugs and fruiting bodies are shown in Fig. 8A. In pslA−

mounds, ecmAO/lacZ is expressed in the center of the mound
and the developing tip, similar to observations in wild-type
cells (data not shown; Early et al., 1993; Jermyn et al., 1987
However, in pslA− first fingers and slugs, ecmAO/lacZ
expression extends towards the posterior of the finger an
covers >50% of the finger/slug in most organisms (Fig. 8B
indicating that a very large fraction of the first finger and slug
is composed of prestalk cells. In the terminal pslA− structure,
the stalk and apical region stain (Fig. 8B). No staining is see
in the cells remaining at the base of developing aggregat
(data not shown). 
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Fig. 7. RNA blot analysis. (A) A developmental RNA time course i
shown for wild-type (KAx-3) and pslA− cells. A loose mound formed
at 9 hours in these experiments. (B) Induction of prestalk and
prespore gene expression in suspension culture. Cells were pulse
4 hours with 30 nM cAMP to maximize expression of cAMP
receptors and other aggregation-stage genes and then split. One
sample was incubated without cAMP and the other with 300 mM
cAMP (supplemented every 2 hours with 150 mM cAMP) for 6
hours (Dynes et al., 1994). An RNA blot of extracted RNA is show
The pstA-specific reporter ecmA/lacZ stains the anterior
pstA/AB domain (the anterior ~12% of wild-type slugs, Ear
et al., 1993). In pslA− slugs, the staining appears even mo
anteriorly localized and is often restricted to the anterior ~
10% (Fig. 8B). In the terminal structure, the stalk and ve
apical region stain (Fig. 8B). In wild-type strains, ecmO/lacZ
is expressed in ALCs and pstO cells, a ring of cells compos
~10% of the slug that lies between the pstA/AB and presp
domains (Early et al., 1993). In contrast, in the pslA− finger and
slug, staining is not localized to such a ring, but is fou
scattered throughout the slug with a higher fraction of mo
intensely staining cells in the anterior region norma
occupied by pstA cells (Fig. 8B). In the mature structu
scattered staining is seen in the stalk, which normally does
show significant ecmO/lacZ staining in wild-type cells, the
very apical region, and the basal region of the fruiting bo
(Fig. 8B). Some of this staining pattern is consistent w
ecmO/lacZ being expressed in ALCs as well as pstO cel
however, staining of the very anterior of the finger is n
observed in wild-type strains. No staining is observed in 
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cells that do not participate in morphogenesis and are left
the base of the terminal structure (data not shown). 

Gα4/lacZ, a marker for ALCs (Hadwiger et al., 1994),
shows the expected scattered pattern of expression in pslA−

cells, except that the staining is significantly stronger in th
very anterior of the slug (Fig. 8B). Staining cells are foun
scattered throughout the terminal structure (Fig. 8B). Only
light background staining is observed in the remaining moun
of cells, suggesting that these cells do not differentiate in
ALCs. 

The prestalk-specific gene ecmB is expressed in the very
anterior pstAB cells as a centralized cone of cells and, to
lesser degree, ALCs in wild-type and pslA− organisms (Jermyn
et al., 1987; see Fig. 8B for pslA− cells; data for wild-type cells
is not shown). In the pslA− terminal structure, the developing
stalk tube and the apical region stain (Fig. 8B). This apic
staining is not observed in wild-type strains (Jermyn et a
1987). ecmB∆89 is a subdomain of the ecmBpromoter that is
expressed only in differentiating stalk cells (Jermyn an
Williams, 1991). As expected, no ecmB∆89/lacZ expression is
seen in the mound or finger/slug stages of pslA− cells (data not
shown). In the terminal structure, the staining pattern is sta
specific (Fig. 8B). 

When the prespore-specific promoter SP60/cotCis used to
drive lacZ, staining is seen in the prespore domain in wild-typ
slugs and the sorus in fruiting bodies (Fig. 8A). However, n
staining is observed in either the pslA− developing finger/slug,
the terminal structure or the cells that remain at the base of 
developing organism (Fig. 8B; data not shown). This i
consistent with the absence of prespore gene express
observed in the RNA blots. 

pslA functions cell autonomously
To determine if pslA functions cell autonomously to regulate
the prespore pathway, pslA− cells carrying one of the various
cell-type-specific lacZ reporters were mixed with untagged
wild-type cells (ratio of 1:3, pslA:wild-type cells) and allowed
to coaggregate and make chimeric organisms. Under the
conditions, fruiting bodies were formed with stalks that ar
longer than wild-type stalks (compare sorus size to stalk leng
in Figs 8A and 9). Essentially all pslA− cells participated in
development; a large group of cells was not found at the ba
of developing fingers (Fig. 9). pslA− cells tagged with
ecmAO/lacZ are found predominantly in the anterior of the slu
and form the basal disc, part of the stalk, and the upper a
lower cups of mature fruiting bodies (Fig. 9; data not shown
The region of the chimeric slug that expresses strong
ecmAO/lacZ represents >20% of the slug, more than is seen
wild-type slugs. Unexpectedly, the very tip of the slug does n
stain. This is highly suggestive that the majority of the presta
domain is composed of pslA− cells rather than a mixture of
pslA− and wild-type cells. Our finding is consistent with
analysis of chimeras in which the wild-type cells are tagge
with Act15/lacZ (data not shown). When ecmO/lacZ-tagged
pslA− cells are mixed with wild-type cells, staining is localized
near but not at the point of the developing tip in mounds (da
not shown). In slugs, these cells form a collar as they do 
wild-type strains, except that the collar is broader, which 
consistent with a larger prestalk domain and longer stalk 
these organisms. ecmB, as expected, becomes localized to th
anterior tip and forms components of the stalk basal disc a
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A

B

Fig. 8. Spatial patterning in wild-type and pslA− cells. (A) Wild-type cells or (B) pslA− cells were transformed with the indicated lacZ promoter
constructs and then stained at the standing finger/slug stage at 16 hours of development or in the final organism at 26 hours of development,
except for the panel showing the mid-culminant of pslA− cells expressing ecmB∆89. The cell-type expression specificities for the promoters
are: SP60, prespore; ecmA, pstA; ecmO, pstO; ecmAO, strongest in pstA, weaker in pstO and ALCs; ecmB, pstAB cells, ALCs, pstB; ecmB∆89,
stalk-cell-specific; Gα4, ALCs (Early et al., 1993; Hadwiger and Firtel, 1992; Haberstroh and Firtel, 1990; Ceccarelli et al., 1991). See text for
details.
the anterior pillae of the mature fruiting body. ecmB∆89 is
expressed in the developing stalk, as has been seen in w
type cells. When SP60/lacZ-marked pslA− cells are mixed with
wild-type cells, no expression is observed at any time 
development (data not shown). This suggests that the pslA−

cells’ prespore cell defect is cell autonomous. 
As a better indication of where the total pslA− cells localize
ild-

in

in the developing aggregate, pslA− cells were marked with
Act15/lacZ, which is expressed in all cells, and then mixe
with three parts of untagged wild-type cells. In the developin
mound, stained cells, which mark the positions of the pslA−

cells, are scattered throughout the mound (data not show
By the developing finger/slug stage, most of the cells ha
localized to the anterior ~25% of the slug, with some staine
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Fig. 9. Spatial patterning of pslA− cells in chimeras. pslA− cells
carrying the indicated lacZ reporters were mixed with untagged
wild-type cells in a 1:3 ratio (pslA− cells:wild-type cells) and allowed
to coaggregate, forming chimeric organisms. Organisms were
histochemically stained for β-gal activity at the slug (16 hours) or
mature fruiting body stage (26 hours), except for ecmB∆89, which
does not express in slugs. A midculminant-stage organism is shown,
as it demonstrates the formation of the stalk tube during culmination.

Fig. 10. DIF induction of stalk cell differentiation in vitro. The assay
was done as described by Harwood et al. (1995). Cells were
incubated for 24 hours in 5 mM cAMP in stalk salt medium. Cells
were washed three times with stalk salts and then for an additional 24
hours with 100 nM DIF and with or without cAMP for an additional
24 hours. (A,C) pslA− cells with and without cAMP in the presence
of DIF, respectively. (B,D) Wild-type cells with and without cAMP
in the presence of DIF, respectively.
cells scattered throughout the slug and a few cells localiz
near the posterior. The size of the anterior Act15/lacZ-
staining domain is consistent with the size of the combin
ecmA- and ecmO-staining domains and a larger stalk. In th
mature fruiting body, the cells are scattered throughout 
stalk and in the upper and lower cup regions, but not in 
region containing spores (Fig. 9). These results are consis
with our findings using cell-type-specific reporters, whic
indicate that the pslA− cells preferentially localize to the
prestalk domains and differentiate into prestalk-deriv
structures. 

pslA − cells do not form stalk cells in vitro
To further examine the differential potential of pslA− cells, we
examined their ability to differentiate into stalk cells i
submerged culture in response to DIF. Dictyosteliumwild-type
cells are competent to differentiate into stalk cells in an in vi
submerged culture in response to the morphogen DIF a
pretreatment with cAMP (Kay and Jermyn, 1983). Th
induction of stalk cell differentiation in wild-type cells doe
not occur if cAMP is left in the culture continuously, a pathwa
that is mediated through GSK3 (Harwood et al., 1995). 
shown in Fig. 10, wild-type cells, but not pslA− cells,
differentiate into vacuolated stalk cells in submerged cultu
under standard conditions (Kay and Jermyn, 1983). 
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DISCUSSION

PslA is a nuclear protein required for prespore cell
differentiation
pslA encodes a novel, hydrophilic protein, which localizes t
the nucleus. PslA function is absolutely required for prespo
cell differentiation. In addition, PslA functions at other step
during Dictyosteliumdevelopment. pslA− cells are unable to
aggregate efficiently at moderate cell densities and produ
fused aggregation domains that develop multiple tips. A
higher cell densities, but densities at which aggregation 
wild-type cells is still completely normal, long streams ar
formed that produce tips along the stream. Under bo
conditions, a subpopulation of the cells produce a finger th
eventually forms a fruiting-body-like structure lacking a soru
and spores, with the remainder of the cells remaining at t
base. This population of cells does not undergo cell-typ
differentiation as determined by the lack of expression o
prestalk-, prespore-, or ALC-specific markers. We demonstra
that a large fraction of the cells in the finger and subseque
multicellular structures express predominantly prestalk ce
markers. The pstO/ALC-specific marker extends through th
majority of the slug, suggesting that many of these cel
differentiate into pstO cells or ALCs. Staining and the termina
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structure, which lacks a true sorus, are consistent with 
conclusion that the majority of the cells that participate in t
multicellular structure are prestalk or prestalk-related cells.

It is particularly striking that pslA− cells do not detectably
express prespore genes when developed by themselves 
chimeras with wild-type cells. This is not the result of defec
in cAMP signaling or PKA expression. Moreover, this appea
not to be the result of a reduced expression of essen
upstream genes such as GBF and LagC, as ecmAexpression,
which also requires these gene products, is expressed ne
normally. Although pslA− cells do not express prespor
markers, not all cells differentiate into prestalk cells, as
significant fraction of the cells remain undifferentiated at t
base of the aggregate. This suggests that the prestalk 
populations that form the tip and subsequent structures 
developmentally distinct from those that remain at the base
is possible that the cells that remain at the base may initiate
prespore pathway but are blocked in a step prior to 
expression of prespore-specific markers (see below) and
unable to participate in morphogenesis. We suggest that, a
the prestalk and prespore pathways diverge, additional s
are required for prespore gene expression and cell-t
differentiation and these steps require PslA function. As sta
the expression of GBF and LagC is reduced in pslA− cells
compared to the levels found in wild-type cells. It is possib
that the cells remaining at the base of the emerging finger
longer express these genes or express them at a lower level
in development. As the tip of the finger/slug is thought to 
the oscillator that functions to initiate the cAMP signal with
the organism (Siegert and Weijer, 1995; Dormann et al., 19
Steinbock et al., 1993), which is then relayed posteriorly, 
separation of the base cells from the finger may preclude t
receiving proper cAMP signals after the finger emerges.

We note that pslAis expressed at low levels during growth an
maximally during aggregation. Thus, PslA protein is probab
present in all cells earlier in development. Although pslA is
expressed predominantly in ALCs and not prespore cells du
the multicellular stages, we expect that it functions earlier, at 
time of initial prespore cell induction in the mound. We cann
exclude a low level of pslAexpression in prespore cells.

PslA protein strongly localizes to the nucleus and has
potential NLS and a highly acid domain. We suggest that P
functions at the level of transcription by controlling th
pathway required for prespore gene expression. It is poss
that the highly acidic domain could function as 
transcriptional activation domain. A transcriptional role fo
PslA is consistent with our finding that PslA function
autonomously to control prespore cell differentiation. Th
absence of a dominant, overexpression phenotype when P
is expressed in all cell types from the Act15promoter suggests
that pslAexpression alone is not sufficient to mediate prespo
cell differentiation. We expect, therefore, that PslA acts 
concert with a cell-type-specific transcription factor or 
modified by a signaling pathway in a cell-type-specific way
control the prespore pathway. 

Potential position of pslA in the prespore pathway
Previous analyses suggest that there are at least two class
prespore-specific genes that can be distinguished by 
requirement of PKA for their expression (Hopper et a
1993b). The PKA-independent prespore gene psA (D19)
the
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appears to be induced earlier than prespore coat protein ge
such as SP60/CotC, SP70/CotB andPspB, which require PKA
for expression. Expression of psA is observed in aggregation
streams, whereas expression of the CotA, CotB, andCotCclass
of genes is not (Early and Williams, 1988; Haberstroh an
Firtel, 1990; Fosnaugh and Loomis, 1993; Gomer et al., 198
Krefft et al., 1984). As neither class of prespore genes 
detectably expressed in pslA− cells, we suggest that pslA is
required very early in the prespore pathway. 

Our analysis of chimeric organisms indicates that the pslA−

prespore cell defect is cell autonomous. Interestingly, when o
part of pslA− cells is mixed with three parts of wild-type cells
the vast majority of the pslA− cells participate in multicellular
development. These cells predominantly localize to the ve
anterior of the slug and form the prestalk and stalk compone
of the multicellular organism, while the wild-type cells in a 1:
ratio form prespore cells and spores. These results suggest 
in this context, the pslA− and wild-type cells are able to form
an organism with prestalk and prespore cells. Whi
proportioning of these chimeras is not perfect (they produ
fruiting bodies with a longer stalk), the data suggest th
pathways controlling proportioning in slugs function
reasonably well in these chimeras. We expect that the fing
that form in organisms composed solely of pslA− cells continue
to try to regulate the proportioning of prestalk and prespo
cells in this structure but are unable to fully initiate the prespo
cell pathway. Regulated conversion of cell types has be
reported (Mann and Firtel, 1993; Mann et al., 1994; Shauls
and Loomis, 1993). In these cases, prestalk cells converted
prespore cells when prespore cells within a slug were driv
to differentiate into spore cells through the overexpression
PKA or were poisoned with Ricin A. In both examples, th
ratio of prespore cells to prestalk cells decreased, leading
conversion of the some of the prestalk to prespore cells. 
expect that a similar regulation is trying to occur in the pslA−

cells, which may account for the observation that the poster
part of the finger is not composed solely of cells that expre
prestalk or ALC markers. This pattern of differentiation
however, is very distinct from that which has been observ
for other mutations that affect prespore cell differentiatio
gsk3null cells (Harwood et al., 1995) initially express prespor
markers but then are unable to fully differentiate into prespo
cells and, instead, predominantly differentiate into cel
expressing the pstB marker ecmB. 

Our results demonstrate that PslA function is also requir
during aggregation. It is unclear whether the aggregation-sta
defect represents an early component of the defect in 
prespore cell differentiation pathway. Although only scattere
cells detectably express PslA/lacZ early in development, it is
probable that all cells may initially express pslAat low levels,
as the pslA− prespore cell defect is cell autonomous. pslAalso
appears to have a role in stalk cell differentiation that 
observed when examined in vitro, but is not detectable wh
the cells are plated for multicellular development. Where
wild-type cells are able to respond to sequential signaling 
cAMP and DIF to induce stalk cell differentiation in vitro,
pslA− cells are unable to do this in single cell culture. It i
therefore possible that during differentiation of stalk cells in
multicellular organism, the role of pslA is not essential, b
becomes essential under the in vitro conditions that are use
examine DIF function. 
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In conclusion, our data suggest that PslA is a nuclear prot
possibly a transcription factor, that is essential for prespore 
differentiation and plays a role in other pathways required 
multicellular development. Our data indicate that Ps
functions early in the prespore pathway. This is distinct fro
the role of Stalky, a GATA-related transcription factor that 
required for spore cell differentiation during later developme
and not for prespore cell differentiation (Chang et al., 199
Stalky null cells form prespore cells, but at the time 
culmination, the prespore cells differentiate into stalk ce
rather than spores. pslA− cells appear to segregate into two ce
populations at the time of cell-fate decisions: a prestalk c
population and one that does not exhibit any prestalk
prespore cell markers. It is reasonable to assume that 
constitutes the prespore cell population that is unable
differentiate further. Thus, PslA protein may be required ea
in development at the time of the initial cell-fate decision 
proceed down the prespore pathway, but after the prestalk
prespore pathways diverge.
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